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Overview
2016 threw a lot of surprises at investors, but in the end, complacency reigned. Now a distant memory,
the year started with concerns over the Chinese economy that rippled through global asset markets. As
fears of a disorderly slow-down intensified, the ripple became a tsunami, with many markets suffering
from corrections (at least a 10% decline) and bear markets (20% or more decline). With worries of reduced demand from China, the oil market was a key driver of market distress: 2015’s 44% decline in the
price of oil was followed by a 29% decline during the first 29 trading days of the year. Investor fears
turned out to be ephemeral though, with both oil and equities bottoming on February 11 th.
Although global equity markets provided solid returns to investors in 2016, much of it was region dependent. The U.S. equity market led the way, with the Dow Jones up 16.5% and the S&P 500 Index gaining 12.0%. Almost half of this return was generated during the seven-week investor euphoria that followed the U.S. Presidential Election. However, foreign equity markets performed less well. With European economies still mired in a banking crisis and sub-2% real economic growth, foreign developed markets gained just 1% during 2016. Investors were more enamored with Asia and Emerging Markets,
whose stock markets gained 7.9% and 11.2%, respectively. Asia remains the key driver of future global
economic growth with developing Asian economies expected to achieve a growth rate of almost 6% per
annum in 2016 and 2017.
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While equity investors were rewarded, global bond markets appeared to be at the end of their 30-year
bull market. Following Donald Trump’s election victory, global bonds suffered a record 4% loss during
November – wiping out $1.7 trillion of capital. Perhaps sensing the end of the low rate era, U.S. municipalities issued $426 billion of debt in 2016, the most since 2003, while investment grade corporate debt
issuance reached $1.35 trillion. Another strong signal that the bull market is over came from Mr.
Trump’s nomination for Treasury Secretary, Steven Mnuchin, who has indicated that the issuance of
U.S. Treasuries with 50- or 100-year maturities would be under consideration.
The rise of populism has been well documented through the year, starting with the surprise result in the
British referendum. A disgruntled populace across the developed world threatened the status quo,
seeking a fresh voice after eight years of austerity and slow growth. Mr. Trump’s unexpected election
was aided by the desire for change in the industrial heartland whose populations have seen more of the
drawbacks than the benefits of globalization. Towards the end of the year, the Italian people voted
against Prime Minister Renzi’s reforms prompting his resignation and the possibility that the populist
Five Star Movement could gain power.
Despite massive social and political change across the world, markets have taken the surprises in stride.
Except for a brief sell-off following the British Referendum and an intra-night sell-off after Mr. Trump’s
victory, equity and commodity markets have continually hit new highs. Investors have eagerly anticipated Mr. Trump’s pro-growth fiscal policy coupled with a more relaxed regulatory environment which
should provide companies with greater opportunities for growth. We will have to wait however, until
after the inauguration to determine whether the President’s New Clothes are real – or else the richly
valued equity market may ultimately mimic the disappointing performance of Twitter’s share price.
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Global equity and credit market returns diverged during the
fourth quarter as equities rallied and bonds tumbled. Two big
events that drove markets were the U.S. election and OPEC’s
announced production cut. Markets briefly sold off on the
surprising election of Donald Trump as the next President,
before rallying into the end of the year. The OPEC decision to
cut production over the first six months of 2017, pushed crude
oil prices higher, finishing 2016 with a 45% return.
CREDIT MARKETS
While the two market catalysts impacted all asset classes,
fixed income was the most negatively impacted during the
fourth quarter (see Figure 1). Bond yields steepened significantly as the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield moved up 85 basis
points (bps) during the fourth quarter. German Bunds and
Japanese Government Bonds were no different, moving from
negative yields to a positive 0.2% and 0.04%, respectively.
Despite sharp fourth quarter moves, the U.S. was one of the
countries that saw sovereign yields end higher than where
they began the year.
Along with volatile markets, Central Banks made waves during
the fourth quarter as well. The European Central Bank (ECB)
announced it would continue its quantitative easing program
through the end of 2017. However, the ECB will slow its pace
of purchases to €60 billion from €80 billion beginning in April.
The Federal Reserve (Fed) continued its slow path to normalization with a 25 bps interest rate hike in December, its only
rate increase in 2016. The big news from the Fed, however,
was its projection of three rate hikes in 2017 compared to
market expectations of two.
Municipal markets had a rough fourth quarter as selling continued into October. Speculation of inflationary infrastructure
spending led to a significant sell-off in November, causing mu-

nicipals to end the quarter in negative territory. Municipal
returns should stabilize as market fundamentals remain intact
and significant coupons from December and January are reinvested. Continued concerns around pension obligations
plagued certain areas of the municipal market as numerous
securities were downgraded during the fourth quarter.
High yield municipals also sold off more significantly than their
investment grade brethren as $5.8 billion flowed out of the
asset class in the fourth quarter. Despite few negative headlines and strong fundamentals, high yield municipal spreads
ended the year wider than where they began the year. This
presented a buying opportunity and investors returned to high
yield municipals in December, making it one of the top fixed
income performers during the month.
High yield corporate bonds flourished on the back of rising
commodity prices and the prospect of increased economic
growth from fiscal stimulus. However, an approaching nearterm maturity wall, the prospect of higher rates, stagnant fundamentals and more non-commodity defaults may temper
high yield bonds going forward.
International bonds were not immune from the global fixed
income sell-off. International bonds struggled as yields remained low and inflation began to tick up across Europe. As
the ECB continues its asset purchases, capping low bond
yields, international bonds are likely to struggle as investors
seek higher yields.
Emerging market bonds sold off despite strong economic
growth as the U.S. election and the prospect of more Fed rate
hikes caused concerns. Emerging Asia was hurt by a stronger
U.S. dollar while Latin America continued to struggle, with
Venezuela and Brazil grappling with economic turmoil.
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GLOBAL EQUITIES
Global equities rallied in the fourth quarter leading to strong
2016 returns. Equity markets had been highly correlated with
central bank rhetoric. However, during the fourth quarter equity markets rallied on earnings and fundamentals. Earnings
improved for the first time in five quarters, marking a hopeful
turning point for global equities.
U.S. equity markets hit more all-time highs following the U.S.
election as the earnings backdrop finally changed from negative to positive, giving investors more confidence in the stock
market. As the fourth quarter ended, value stocks continued
their winning streak versus growth and investors continued to
position out of defensive and into cyclical stocks.
In the fourth quarter and for all of 2016, smaller and mid capitalization stocks significantly outperformed large-cap stocks.
These smaller company stocks, which are more dependent on
the U.S. economy, outperformed as U.S. economic data improved throughout the year. In addition, they are also less
prone to currency moves as the strengthening dollar hurt
large-cap multinationals.
International stocks had a mixed fourth quarter on the back of
an appreciating U.S. dollar and varied economic data. The U.K.
led the way as their multi-national companies benefited from
a depreciating currency. The FTSE 100 Index hit a record high
in December. However, European banking concerns (primarily
Italy) were a distraction during the quarter as banks continued
to navigate €360 billion in non-performing loans held in the
banking system.
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Although emerging market equities fell during the fourth quarter due to a strengthening of the dollar, they still had a very
strong year, finishing 2016 with double digit returns. This was
despite being down almost 20% in mid-February, and reflected a change in sentiment of economic strength in various regions. Asian economies led the way as fiscal, economic and
regulatory reform continued to drive investments. Latin America produced positive returns but its largest country, Brazil,
remains mired in a deep recession.
REAL ASSETS
Commodity markets improved during the fourth quarter after
OPEC agreed to cut oil production and the U.S. and China announced the possibility of significant infrastructure spending.
Oil finished up 11% in the fourth quarter as the upcoming
OPEC cut led to speculation that the supply glut would finally
ease in late 2017 or early 2018. Natural gas prices rallied 30%
during the fourth quarter as demand increased due to the cold
weather. Mr. Trump’s election, with his focus on energy independence, boosted sentiment towards MLPs, which ended the
year up 18%.
Precious metals fell significantly as risk-on sentiment roiled
the market. Gold fell 13% during the fourth quarter while silver fell 17%. REIT valuations narrowed during the quarter as
the prospect of higher rates have impacted the overall real
estate sector. International and U.S. REITs fell during the
fourth quarter, bringing year-to-date returns to 2% and 7%,
respectively.
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Market Highs
“Valuations are stretched,” “markets are elevated,” and “P/E ratios are at historic highs.” These are all common
quotes heard about the stock market in recent months as investors fear a significant market correction. It should be
noted however, that investor sentiment is confident, not ecstatic, home prices are rising reasonably, not excessively,
and earnings are improving, not accelerating at an unsustainable rate. Essentially, the conditions that typically precede a recession or a market crash do not exist.
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Reviewing the all-time highs for the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average illustrate an interesting point.
Over the last 90 years, the S&P has hit an all-time high during any given year 40 times. The Dow, 49 times over 121
years. This means that over a given time frame, the markets have generally hit a record high about 40% of the time.
While that is not a strong argument for current market levels, it is worth noting that it is not out of the ordinary. However, it should also be noted that the S&P hit a record high for 12 years straight, from 1989 to the bursting of the tech
bubble in 2000. The biggest difference was that in 2000, investors were exuberant and companies with no real earnings were rewarded with lofty valuations.
If anything can be taken from this research, it is that markets have cycles, and they are difficult to predict. Look at
2016 (see Figure 2) and its surprises: January/February U.S. recession fears, hard landing expectations in China, unexpected votes in the U.S. and the U.K along with numerous geopolitical issues. Despite all these surprises, markets
continued their bull cycle, the U.S. significantly more than its European counterparts. The eight-year bull market was
aided by improving economic growth, earnings, and very easy central bank policy, which is on its (slow) way out.
Being patient is often the best strategy. Markets will not fall 20% overnight. Could markets fall 10% in the
first quarter? Yes, but if markets fall
10%, it will not be just because they
are “too high.” Markets move due to
numerous causes, such as earnings,
economic growth, geopolitical issues,
investor sentiment and politics just
to name a few.

Figure 2

There is never a true timetable for
when bull markets end. Record market highs, elevated valuations and
one of the longest bull markets on
record should be a sign, right? MaySource: CNN
be not. Markets are elevated but
history shows that market highs are not that uncommon. Multiple expansion has driven the markets to all-time highs
over the last 5 years. Thus, what will be needed to keep the market rolling is an earnings expansion. Earnings just
turned positive in the third quarter after five straight negative quarters making it very possible that the bull run is not
over.
Comparing the last two years of the S&P, we were in a similar situation in 2015 as we are now. However, since the
markets finished flat for 2015, the conversation was not as animated. The markets were in the same situation last
year but as markets fell and “normalized,” the overvaluations apparently were not as pertinent. Valuations are elevated but that is not the tell-all for the market. We have hit records before and we can hit them again, making previous new highs old news in an instant.
As an investor, one cannot panic just because markets are high. In 2017, fundamentals will be key to delivering returns; this means markets will need “proof” of economic growth, earnings, and corporate and consumer spending in
order to keep stocks attractive.
There will likely be some wild rides in 2017, but for long-term investors, it should be viewed as just another bump up
or down. Just because markets have hit all-time highs is not a sign that we must go back down. Record highs can be
scary (or exciting) but history (and data) show that we have hit way more highs with less substantial “proof” before.
Eventually, markets will move even higher and this conversation will likely occur again, but as history shows, a new
high is never far away.
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Outlook
Usually at this time of the year I am asked, “what is your forecast?” or “how do you see the markets behaving this year?” And it is easy to say, “well, things look pretty good (bad)” and cite lots of positive
(negative) statistics which then make us all feel optimistic (pessimistic) about the future. My forecast
can be very in-depth, refer to many trends, reference the correlation of asset classes and seem generally
cogent. But of course, I have no idea if my forecast will be right (lucky) or wrong (unlucky). In fact, there
are thousands of economists (there’s a scary concept), many with teams of researchers located all over
the globe, who make predictions which are completely contradictory to each other. So who is right and
how do we know? The answer: a lucky few and we do not know.
Michael R. Eisner So if we cannot forecast markets, what can we do? At Market Street, we focus on those things we can
CFA®

control and understand, and take action using that information. For instance, we understand current
Chief Investment valuations and prices and how they compare to historical norms. We use this perspective to provide an
Officer understanding of how those relationships might translate into returns. For example, bond yields remain
near the lowest levels seen in decades. They are off the record lows of 2016, but they are still historically low. We cannot forecast whether they will move up or down, but we do know that given where yields
are today, the expected future return of the asset class is relatively unattractive. Of course, there are
other things to consider about bonds, such as the reduced level of risk they contribute to diversified
portfolios. Both these factors have gone into our decision to underweight bonds over the last few years,
but not to eliminate them from diversified portfolios altogether.
Additionally, clients have heard Market Street’s views on the valuation discrepancies between U.S. (less
attractive) and international (more attractive) equities. For the last few years, client portfolios have
been overweight equities in general, with the majority overweight coming from the non-U.S. allocation
(U.S. stock positions are just slightly above targets). This view did not help in 2016, as news out of the
U.S., especially after the November 8th elections, sent U.S. markets upwards while leaving non-dollar
assets in the dust. But here again, we know that future returns are mostly earned based upon the price
you pay for an asset today. Our view that foreign equities are cheap relative to U.S. equities still remains, but policy changes by new administrations both in the U.S. and abroad warrant further analysis of
the underlying fundamentals of the asset class.
Using some of the same thought process as noted above, we find the after-tax return of high yield municipals very attractive while hedge funds remain less so. Therefore, clients with diversified portfolios
will generally see higher allocations to credit strategies and less to hedged assets. MLPs and natural
resources also remain attractive, while REITs continue to be overpriced.
We are also mindful of current events and how they can impact short-term results. There has been an
unexpected positive reaction in U.S. markets to the Trump victory as investors have focused on the potential benefits of fiscal stimulus, deregulation and one party rule, while discounting the possible negative effects of trade policy, interest rate increases and deficits. We understand markets can move on the
macroeconomic news of the day while leaving valuation discipline and fundamentals behind for periods
of time. But we have no idea when these sentiments can (and likely will) change, so we stick to the
things we understand.
The five year period (2009 – 2013) coming out of the financial crisis was an exceptional time for investors. We began that period with incredibly low valuations and very attractive prices that allowed investors in growth-oriented diversified portfolios to earn close to 11% annualized over that timeframe. Since
then, as earnings slowed and then declined and valuations became more expensive, prices moved very
little, leading not unexpectedly to three year (2014 – 2016) annualized returns closer to 2.5% for investors in such portfolios. Therefore, we cannot be sanguine about return expectations until we see concrete signs of economic policy leading to stronger revenue and earnings growth.
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Goldman Sachs’ Investment Strategy Group recently published the table below, reflecting expected annualized returns of 3% for
balanced portfolios (50% equity/50% bonds) over the next five years (see Figure 3). We have seen many others with similar views.
As stated above, I have very little faith in forecasts, and Goldman caveats their view with the comment that these assumptions
“will likely change during the course of the year.” My takeaway from this consensus view is that investors have very low return
expectations and that an outsized upside year would be the surprise outcome.
Figure 3: Expected returns over the next one and five years are below historical realized averages.

2017 is starting in interesting fashion. Presidential transitions can be both disruptive and beneficial to the markets. Political capital is usually at its highest and the stimulative policies of an incoming administration are typically enacted first. Markets have already priced in the expectation of favorable policy changes and will likely need to see actual implementation to enjoy further
gains. Client portfolios remain diversified, as we seek attractive opportunities while remaining ever vigilant against market volatility. Expectations are for a low to mid-single digit return year for diversified portfolios, but the first several months of 2017 may
provide some unexpected twists and turns that may yield additional opportunities. As always, we will monitor the fluidity of policy discussion and the impact on markets in general, making portfolio adjustments as needed.

Market Data
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Please visit our website, www.MarketStreetTrust.com for additional information on the funds and any investment fund updates.
As always, please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about the investment program or your personal portfolio.
80 E. Market Street, Suite 300 ǀ Corning, New York 14830 ǀ 607.962.6876 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
499 Park Avenue, 26th Floor ǀ New York, New York 10022 ǀ 212.400.9070 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
www.MarketStreetTrust.com
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This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a
recommendation or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must
assess the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or
services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify. Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used
or relied upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
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